**CHOOSE YOUR TABLE BASE.** Select a base from the options below.

### VILLA TABLE BASE OPTIONS - P339
Table Base Dimensions: W 60 D 41 H 18
- Table Base Dimensions: W 60 D 42 H 18

### SABINE TABLE BASE OPTIONS - P660
Table Base Dimensions: W 72 D 32 H 24
- Table Base Dimensions: W 72 D 34 H 24

### BRUT TABLE BASE OPTIONS - P667
Table Base Dimensions: W 26 D 26 H 24
- Table Base Dimensions: W 26 D 26 H 24

### TABLE TOP OPTIONS
Select from exotic materials below.
- **TOP FINISH.**
  - CHOOSE YOUR TOP OR SHELF FINISH. Select from exotic materials below.

### TABLE TOP OPTIONS
Select from hundreds of finishes, if available on your selected top — standard stain, paint or metallic paint finish. High-contrast choices, or go for an understated look with tone-on-tone or low contrasting personalized finish options.

### TABLE TOP OPTIONS
Select from hundreds of finishes, if available on your selected top or shelf — standard stain, paint or metallic paint finish. High-contrast choices, or go for an understated look with tone-on-tone or low contrasting personalized finish options.

### TABLE TOP OPTIONS
Select from hundreds of finishes, if available on your selected top or shelf — standard stain, paint or metallic paint finish. High-contrast choices, or go for an understated look with tone-on-tone or low contrasting personalized finish options.

### TABLE TOP OPTIONS
Select from hundreds of finishes, if available on your selected top or shelf — standard stain, paint or metallic paint finish. High-contrast choices, or go for an understated look with tone-on-tone or low contrasting personalized finish options.
Select from hundreds of finishes, if available on your selected base — standard stain, paint or metallic paint finish, MIY paint, artisan wood finish or premium leaf finish. Make a bold statement with high contrast choices, or go for an understated look with tone-on-tone or low contrasting personalized finish options.